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1. Teacher Telegram (or Counselor, Therapist... Telegram)
A veteran, "world-class" special ed teacher was working with a student when the child suddenly

This incident is a classic, common situation that could have easily been avoided if only the t
2. Studies have indicated that when girls are involved in sports, they are far less likely to
3. A Taste of the Real World
It can be very hard to convince youth that they will desperately need education. For children

Choose Your Dinner Gebakken garnalen (Pan-Roasted Shrimp) Gegrilde lamskoteletten (Grilled Lam

4. Education-- You Can’t Live Life Without It
Ask your students to list out the most difficult things that they may face during their lives.
5. There’s Always Welfare Hurry up.
Welfare is going the way of the buggy and 8 track tape deck. The number of welfare recipients

6. Three Little Lies
To convincingly teach students how hard it is to tell and keep a lie, ask each youngster to te

7. Pay Attention
Adults often expect young people to magically know how to pay attention, but no one may have a

8. Can You Compute?
Internet and/or computer skills are becoming required for almost any job. You may have to scan

9. Computers Rule
For good or bad, computers are becoming absolutely key to everyday work and living. More and m

10. Misbehaved Employees Wanted
To show students that present classroom management problems, that misbehavior won’t be tolerat
WANT MORE ANSWERS TO YOUR WORST "KID PROBLEMS?"

A quick Top 10 list is no replacement for having all the skills and information you need to wo
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